


To be a world leader in research, 
teaching and outreach in pure and 

applied quantum information science 
and technology.

To conduct world-leading experimental and 
theoretical research in quantum information; 

to provide deep and diverse education 
and training for senior undergraduate and 

graduate students; 

and to conduct vigorous outreach  
and service to the public, the University, 

industry and the quantum information 
science community.

vision

mission sTaTemenT

key facTs

12 posTdocToral associaTes / fellows

48 GradUaTe sTUdenTs

17 UnderGradUaTe sTUdenTs

40 visiTinG researchers inclUdinG  
5 lonG-Term visiTinG professors and 
5 lonG-Term visiTinG sTUdenTs

41 pUBlicaTions in refereed JoUrnals 
and conference proceedinGs wiTh 6 
pUBlished in physical review leTTers 
and 1 pUBlished in naTUre phoTonics

44 inviTed Talks aT naTional and 
inTernaTional conference/
workshops inclUdinG 4 plenary 
Talks and 2 keynoTes

3.2 million dollars cash income
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The institute for Quantum information science 
(iQis) has had a successful year. The institute 
has had three msc students and one phd stu-
dent completing this year. also the institute has 
had high-profile achievements including the Tittel 
group’s result on quantum memory published in 
nature and several results in physical review 
letters discussed in the highlights section of this 
report. other important results were published in 
top journals such as ieee Transactions on infor-
mation Theory. iQis members have given four 
plenary presentations, two keynote presentations 
and thirty-eight invited talks at national and inter-
national conferences. The newest iQis faculty, paul 
Barclay, has an operational laboratory and has 
been obtaining experimental results.

in July 2011, iQis co-organized a “Quantum-nano 
workshop” in red deer. The calgary side of the 
organization was undertaken by paul Barclay and 
Barry sanders with the administrative side man-
aged by iQis administrator nancy Jing lu. The 
workshop was financially supported by alberta 
innovates - Technology futures (aiTf), and the 
University of alberta member of the planning 
committee was physicist John davis who is also 
a national institute for nanotechnology (ninT) 
appointee. The workshop had seventy-one partici-
pants including twenty-two faculty members, three 
ninT researchers, and two aiTf representatives.

The one-day meeting featured three speakers 
who summarized quantum-nano research activi-
ties at the Universities of alberta and canada as 
well as at ninT. lively poster sessions featured 
activities by research groups, and there was an 
open-microphone session at the end of the day, 
which generated, amongst other results, sugges-
tions for improving the management of graduate 
scholarships in alberta. These suggestions were 
considered by aiTf when the organization revised 
its approach to scholarship management. The 
workshop helped quantum-nano researchers in 
alberta understand the broad spectrum of such 
activities in the province and is perhaps a first step 
to future sharing of facilities and collaboration.

in the past year, iQis has addressed the faculty 
of science challenge to enable all quantum sci-
ence and technology activities within the faculty 
of science to flourish. seven faculty members 
outside iQis self-identified as conducting quan-
tum research. spectroscopists nasser moazzen 
ahmadi and rob Thompson are in the department 
of physics & astronomy. in the chemistry depart-
ment, peter kusalik, dennis salahub, yujun shi, 
simon Trudel and Tom Ziegler conduct quantum 
research in the form of electronic structure calcula-
tions, molecular simulations, quantum dots, thin 
films, and nanomaterials.

after many constructive discussions within iQis 

direcTor’s  
reporT Barry sanders (Photo courtesy of the University of Calgary)
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making bodies only have representation from its 
various departments with their disciplinary foci 
and not at all from interdisciplinary institutes. iQis 
is not the only institute to face severe impediments 
related to the problems of managing personnel, 
finances, meeting space and contributing directly 
to faculty policy.

interdisciplinarity is growing more important at the 
University of calgary and in the academic world at 
large, and the faculty of science should consider 
how best to nurture interdisciplinarity within and 
also between the faculty of science and other 
faculties. That said, i commend the dean and the 
faculty as a whole for its embarkation on fair and 
transparent procedures for prioritizing research 
and its wholehearted encouragement of research 
excellence.

Barry Sanders 
Director, IQIS

and separately amongst all quantum research-
ers, a consensus has built to subsume iQis into 
a larger institute comprising the eight iQis faculty 
members, the other seven quantum research-
ers and their groups. The name and logo are still 
being developed as this report goes to press, but 
the new institute has a temporary name “Quantum 
institute”. This new institute will adopt the govern-
ance and management structures of iQis as well 
as retain, improve and expand the iQis database 
and web pages. aiTf will support this new institute 
at a level of $150,000 per annum for three years 
with the expectation that the new institute will 
evolve into a significant provincial force in quan-
tum science and technology and perhaps find 
synergies with the province’s investment in nano-
technology.

The perennial unsolved critical problems continue. 
The institute requires quality space for interdisci-
plinary interactions. without such space, interac-
tions between groups from different departments 
remains limited. with the expansion of the insti-
tute to include five chemists, the need for quality 
interaction space grows ever more important. 
furthermore i note that interdisciplinary institutes 
are essential for the faculty of science to have an 
outstanding research profile commensurate with 
the University of calgary’s expectations in its “eyes 
high” plan, but the faculty’s policy and decision 
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a messaGe 
from The 

chair
as chair of the Board of directors for the Univer-
sity of calgary’s institute for Quantum information 
science (iQis), i commend the members of the 
institute on their exemplary research and graduate 
training performance over the past year. The insti-
tute continues to live up to the faculty of science’s 
high expectations. Quantum science and technolo-
gy is a priority area for the faculty, and the institute 
for Quantum information science will continue to 
evolve as an integral part of the faculty’s strategic 
direction.

in the past year quantum science and technology 
researchers in the faculty of science, including 
iQis researchers and seven more from the depart-
ments of chemistry and physics & astronomy, 
have been working together to develop a bright fu-
ture for quantum science and technology within the 
faculty of science. This new direction will build on 
the strengths, and on the renowned brand of iQis, 
to create an equally strong but broader-based en-
tity encompassing all quantum researchers within 
the faculty. The value of this new quantum institute 
has been recognized by alberta innovates - Tech-
nology futures (aiTf), which will finance admin-
istrative costs, the visitor program and marketing 
of this new institute. during these three years of 
funding by aiTf, the new institute is expected to 
establish a formidable presence within alberta 
and especially contribute to alberta innovation 
as quantum science and technology becomes 
increasingly important provincially and worldwide.

i also applaud iQis on its remarkable national and 
international standing. The institute is a leader of 
a collaborative research Group within the pacific 
institute for the mathematical sciences and leads 
a project within the national centre of excellence 
for the mathematics of information Technology 
and complex systems (miTacs). members of the 
institute are scholars and fellows of the canadian 
institute for advanced research. The institute has 
partnered in a graduate student exchange pro-
gram with the european Union, specifically with 
the canadian side of the collaboration funded by 
human resources and skills development can-
ada. in addition, a new waterloo-based $1.65m 
collaborative research and Training experience 
(creaTe) program – “Building a workforce for the 
cryptographic infrastructure of the 21st century” – 
includes iQis as a key partner in this vision.

The University of calgary’s eyes high vision aims 
to establish the University of calgary as one of 
the top five research universities by its fiftieth an-
niversary in 2016. iQis and its successor are key 
elements of the faculty of science’s strategy to 
realize the University’s eyes high vision.

Ken Barker 
Chair of the Board of Directors, IQIS

ken Barker
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hiGhliGhTs  
of 2011

research 
achievemenTs
Of the many research achievements in IQIS during 
the past year, we emphasize the following. These 
highlights illustrate both the experimental and the 
theoretical nature of quantum information science. 
As well these highlights underscore the interdis-
ciplinarity that exists not only amongst quantum 
information researchers but also beyond to what 
is sometimes called quantum information-inspired 
research. 

christoph simon and his student sadegh raeisi 
had two important results concerning observ-
ability of micro-macro entanglement and also the 
quantum-to-classical transition. These results were 
published in physical review letters. The first 
result, in collaboration with pavel sekatski from 
the University of Geneva, showed that observing 
macroscopic entanglement in a quantum amplifier 
requires photon counting with near-single-photon 
resolution, which is increasingly difficult for large 
photon numbers.

The second important result from simon’s group, 
in collaboration with wolfgang Tittel, discovered 
a way to circumvent this difficulty by inverting the 
action of the amplifier. The final measurement can 

then be performed on a small number of photons 
while still demonstrating the existence of macro-
scopic entanglement before the inversion. physics 
world and new scientist reported these results as 
news stories.

david feder, together with ph.d. student michael 
Underwood, invented a new kind of quantum walk 
that is universal for quantum computation. This 
hybrid of the usual continuous-time and discrete-
time quantum walks was dubbed a ‘discontinu-
ous quantum walk’ because it employs discrete 
intervals of continuous motion. Using this new ap-
proach, it was possible to show that interacting bo-
sons in a two-dimensional lattice, governed by the 
well-studied Bose-hubbard model in condensed 
matter physics, are able to simulate arbitrary quan-
tum algorithms. 

electromagnetically induced transparency is 
one of the most important enablers for optical 
quantum information processing in contrast to 
the closely related phenomenon of autler-Townes 
splitting, which is a form of ac stark shifting. 
some experiments report autler-Townes splitting 
as electromagnetically induced transparency yet 
the distinction is critical in judging feasibility for 
quantum information applications. in collaboration 
with dowling’s group at louisiana state University, 
sanders showed in a physical review letter how 
to discern which of the two phenomena has been 
observed strictly from the experimental data with 
minimum knowledge of the details of the experi-
ment.

sanders and his student hentschel exploited the 
capabilities of swarm-intelligence machine learn-
ing for quantum metrological purposes. adaptive 
feedback strategies are hard to find even for ideal 
cases of noiseless, lossless instruments. previously 
hentschel and sanders had found a space-effi-
cient procedure for ideal quantum metrology, but 
the time cost for developing the procedure was ex-
ponential in the number of effected phase-shifting 
operations of the interferometer. in their physical 
review letter, hentschel and sanders described a 
new heuristic that finds algorithms for noisy, lossy 
adaptive interferometric phase estimation beyond 
the standard quantum limit, and this algorithm is 
efficient with respect to both space and time costs.

sanders and visiting student yunjiang wang from 
xidian University, plus collaborators, devised a 
scheme for iterative decoding of sparse quan-
tum codes that significantly outperforms previous 
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methods. Belief propagation network techniques 
were exploited, and the result was published in 
ieee Transactions on information Theory. wang 
completed his phd in china and has returned to 
the sanders group as a postdoctoral research as-
sociate.

Gilad Gour and his postdoc Ben fortecue dem-
onstrated a method to construct perfect quantum 
secret sharing (Qss) schemes based on imperfect 
“ramp” secret sharing combined with classical 
encryption, in which the individual parties’ shares 
are split into quantum and classical components, 
thereby allowing the former to be of lower dimen-
sion than the secret itself. such schemes can be 
performed with smaller quantum components and 
lower overall quantum communication than re-
quired for existing methods. This result will be pub-
lished in ieee Transactions on information Theory.

The relative entropy of entanglement is defined in 
terms of the relative entropy between an entan-
gled state and its closest separable state (css). 
finding a closed formula for the simple case of 
two qubits was listed as one of the main 29 open 
problems in quantum information theory in 2005. 
Given a multipartite-state on the boundary of the 
set of separable states, Gour, in collaboration with 
shmuel friedland of the University of illinois chi-
cago, found a closed formula for all the entangled 
state for which this state is a css. Quite amazingly, 
this inverse formula holds for multipartite states in 
all dimensions.

wolfgang Tittel and his team implemented a 
novel quantum key distribution protocol based on 
two-photon interference that is immune against 
hacking attacks against single photon detectors. 
The robustness of the fiber-based implementation, 
which establishes the possibility for controlled two-
photon interference in a real-world environment, 
along with the enhanced level of security offered 

by the protocol, confirms quantum key distribution 
as a realistic technology for safeguarding secrets 
in transmission. furthermore, this technological 
advance removes a remaining obstacle to realizing 
future applications of quantum communication, 
such as quantum repeaters and, more generally, 
quantum networks.

Together with researchers from the perimeter 
institute in waterloo and eTh Zürich, Tittel and 
team members have falsified all theories, known 
or yet-to-be-discovered, that significantly improve 
the predictions made by quantum mechanics for 
outcomes of measurements on individual particles. 
The question as to whether or not the probabilistic 
nature of quantum mechanics can be alleviated, 
triggered by einstein-podolsky-rosen in 1935, is 
central to the foundations of physics as well as 
quantum information theory. The finding will be 
published in physical review letters.

in the group of alex lvovsky, phd student andrew 
macrae and his colleagues demonstrated ef-
ficient heralded generation of high-purity narrow-
bandwidth single photons from a transient col-
lective spin excitation in a hot atomic vapour cell. 
employing optical homodyne they reconstruct 
the density matrix of the generated photon and 
observe a wigner function reaching the zero value 
without correcting for possible inefficiencies. The 
narrow bandwidth of the photon produced is ac-
companied by a high generation rate yielding a 
high spectral brightness. The source is therefore 
compatible with atomic-based quantum memories 
as well as other applications in light-atom interfac-
ing. This work paves the way for preparing and 
measuring arbitrary superposition states of collec-
tive atomic excitations.

paul Barclay and his lab members at the University 
of calgary and the national institute for nanotech-
nology (ninT) have had a productive year devel-
oping theoretical, fabrication and experimental 
tools necessary to create nanoscale photonic sen-
sors for quantum systems.  phd student marcelo 
wu and ninT research associate aaron hryciw 
designed a novel type of photonic crystal opto-
mechanical nanocavity optimized for detecting 
nanoscale sources of torque. recently, experimen-
tal demonstrations of these devices have been 
obtained in the lab. These devices were fabricated 
by lab members at ninT and will be used to probe 
novel nanoscale quantum systems.

...these highlights underscore 
the interdisciplinarity that exists 

not only amongst quantum 
information researchers but also 

beyond to what is sometimes 
called quantum information-

inspired research.
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awards

 � International Awards

CArlSBerg FOunDATIOn AwArD (DenmArK)
daniel oblak

ChIneSe TOp unIverSITy grADuATe 
STuDenTS STuDyIng ABrOAD SChOlArShIp 
(peOple’S repuBlIC OF ChInA)
Jiying Zhang

KIng SAuD unIverSITy AwArD (SAuDI 
ArABIA)
khulud almutairi

pAAeT AwArD (KuwAIT)
hessa alotaibi

The mexICAn nATIOnAl COunCIl FOr 
SCIenCe AnD TeChnOlOgy AwArD (mexICO)
itzel lucio martinez (ended september 2011)

 � National Awards

nSerC AlexAnDer grAhAm Bell CAnADA 
grADuATe SChOlArShIp – DOCTOrAl
connor kupchak

Joshua slater

nSerC AlexAnDer grAhAm Bell CAnADA 
SChOlArShIp – mASTerS
edouard pelchat

ryan Thomas (ended august 2011)

nSerC pOSTgrADuATe SChOlArShIp – 
DOCTOrAl
philip chan

Ben lavoie (ended august 2011)

andrew macrae

michael Underwood (ended august 2011)

nSerC pOSTDOCTOrAl FellOwShIp
michael lamont (ended september 2011)

nSerC uSrA prOgrAm
Boris Braverman

alvin lun

achal roshan

pImS pOSTDOCTOrAl FellOwShIp
vlad Gheorghiu

collin Trail
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 � Provincial Awards

AlBerTA InnOvATeS grADuATe STuDenTS 
SChOlArShIp 
adam d’souza

connor kupchak

Ben lavoie (ended august 2011)

andrew macrae

Joshua slater

ryan Thomas

michael Underwood 

 � University of Calgary Awards

DepArTmenT OF phySICS & ASTrOnOmy 
TuITIOn SChOlArShIp
adam d’souza

Behzad khanaliloo

FACulTy OF grADuATe STuDIeS 
SChOlArShIp
khabat heshami

pure AwArD
James clark

alexander penney

Queen elIzABeTh II phD SChOlArShIp
Jibran rashid

neil sinclair
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key performance indicaTors 

 � Graduate students enrolment and quality of entrants

one m.sc. student registered in the year 2011/12, 
but for confidentiality reasons the entrance score 
cannot be published.
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 � Undergraduate Projects

 � Publications and Presentations
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 � Student Publications

 � Revenue (unaudited)
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 � External Awards (Chairs, Fellowships and Scholarships)

 � Visitors
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 � In the Workforce and Academia

 � Destinations of Graduate Students and Postdoctoral Fellows  
after Leaving IQIS
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research 
GroUps

nanoscale opTics

Dr. Paul Barclay 

our research studies interactions between light 
and nanoscale systems such as single atoms, 
electron spins and nanomechanical structures. 
Using nano-fabrication methods to engineer the 
optical proper- ties of these systems, it is possible 
to dramatically enhance light-matter coupling, 
opening the door to experiments that use light 
to delicately measure and transmit information 
describing the dynamics of nanoscale quantum 
systems.

our current focus involves coupling single quan-
tum emitters, or “artificial atoms” to optical nano-
cavities. These quantum emitters are formed by 
impurities in materials such as diamond, whose 
quantum state is useful for storing information and 
sensitively probing magnetic fields. This research 
has applications in quantum information process-
ing, developing low power optical devices, and 
creating sensitive and compact environmental 
sensors.

we are fortunate to have labs at both the University 
of calgary and the nrc national institute for  
nanotechnology (ninT) located in edmonton, 
thereby providing access to advanced nanofabri-
cation tools and close contact with leading quan-
tum optics and nanotechnology researchers.

pracTical 
approaches To 
QUanTUm compUTaTion

Dr. David Feder

Quantum computers have the potential to solve 
numerous problems more efficiently than the 
best-known classical computers, but so far only 
very small, proof-of-principle quantum comput-
ers have been built. The research of our group is 
focused mainly on understanding how the intrinsic 
properties of physical systems, such as ultracold 
atomic gases or spin lattices, can be employed to 
construct larger devices able to perform quantum 
computation. in the process, we are exploring 
alternative models for the implementation of quan-
tum logic, such as one-way quantum computation, 
quantum walks, and topological quantum compu-
tation.
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QUanTUm informaTion 
Theory

Dr. Gilad Gour

The Quantum information Group in the department 
of mathematics and statistics conducts research 
on the mathematics of quantum information. 
Theoretical research in quantum information relies 
on sophisticated mathematical methods, such as 
algebraic geometry, matrix analysis, group theory 
and c*-algebras. The goal of our group is to use 
the knowledge in these fields to solve core prob-
lems in quantum information science.

QUanTUm compUTinG 

Dr. Peter Høyer

The Quantum computing research Group within 
the department of computer science conducts 
research in computational aspects of quantum 
mechanical systems. Quantum computers are in 
particular interesting because they offer a possibil-
ity to achieve computations that cannot be easily 
achieved on traditional computers. we utilize the 
potential powers of quantum systems to develop 
quantum algorithms, quantum communication 
protocols, and quantum computer simulations of 
quantum mechanical systems. we conduct work 
on characterizing these powers and the limitations 
by studying quantum complexity theory, non-locali-
ty, entanglement, and quantum information theory.
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QUanTUm informaTion 
TechnoloGy 
wiTh liGhT and 
experimenTal 
QUanTUm opTics

Dr. Alex Lvovsky

photons are excellent carriers of quantum informa-
tion. one can build an entire quantum information 
processor by means of single-photon sources, 
detectors, and simple linear optical elements such 
as mirrors and beam splitters. our group concen-
trates on implementing light for the purposes of 
quantum information technology – that is, learning 
to synthesize, control, characterize, store arbitrary 
quantum states of the electromagnetic field, as 
well as bring photons into interaction with each 
other.

QUanTUm informaTion 
science 

Dr. Barry Sanders 

our aim is to develop quantum information tech-
nologies that have transformative applications and 
will be feasible within a decade. The research pro-
gram is divided into five strands: (i) long-distance 
secure communication, (ii) quantum simulations of 
complex systems, (iii) implementations of quantum 
information tasks, (iv) empirical characterization of 
quantum states and processes and (v) determining 
and quantifying all resources for quantum informa-
tion processing.
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TheoreTical QUanTUm 
opTics

Dr. Christoph Simon

The interaction of light and matter at the quantum 
level played a major role in the development of 
quantum physics. its detailed study in the field 
of quantum optics has led to the development of 
important applications such as the laser, and to the 
first experimental demonstrations of the most strik-
ing features of quantum physics, such as entangle-
ment and quantum non-locality. however, quantum 
optics is not ready to rest on its laurels. There are 
two key future challenges. on the one hand, we 
strive to develop genuine applications of these 
fundamental quantum features. our group is par-
ticularly interested in the development of quantum 
repeaters, which will be essential for long-distance 
quantum communication. This motivates us to study 
potential implementations of quantum memories 
and of quantum gates between individual photons 
in various systems. on the other hand, quantum 
optical systems are ideally positioned to explore the 
quantum-classical transition, allowing us to deepen 
our understanding of how the classical macroscopic 
world arises out of microscopic quantum behaviour. 
This motivates us to study the quantum amplifica-
tion of photons to macroscopic levels, as well as 
quantum opto-mechanical systems.

QUanTUm 
crypToGraphy and 
commUnicaTion

Dr. Wolfgang Tittel

photons and atoms are key constituents for long- 
distance quantum communication and quantum 
networks. our group’s effort focuses on building 
photon-based quantum cryptography systems 
through optical fibres and targets the development 
of a quantum repeater to extend quantum cryptog-
raphy past its current distance limit. This includes 
developing novel techniques for rendering pho-
tonic quantum communication primitives such as 
quantum teleportation practical, plus hitherto unre-
alized means for efficient and reversible transfer of 
quantum information between photons and atoms 
for temporal storage.
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insTiTUTe sTrUcTUre 
The institute is managed on a day-to-day level by 
the institute director and the institute administrator. 
The director and his research group are addition-
ally supported by an administrative assistant. The 
director reports to the Board of directors and is ex 
officio a member of this Board. The Board reports 
to the dean of faculty of science who chairs the 
Board.

The director and the administrator of the institute 
work on day-to-day matters of the institute. The 
institute executive comprises the director, deputy 
director, administrator and two faculty members 
other than the director and deputy director. The 
executive meets monthly to discuss and make 
decisions on executive matters. The executive re-
ceives advice and guidance from the iQis council, 
which comprises all full and affiliate faculty mem-
bers of the institute and meets three times annu-
ally.

all of the institute’s research, teaching, service and 
outreach activities are conducted by faculty mem-
bers and their research groups.

manaGemenT 
& memBership

orGaniZaTional charT

DEAN 
FACULTY OF SCIENCE 

UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

DIRECTOR

EXECUTIVE 
COMMITTEE

COUNCIL ADMINISTRATOR ADMINISTRATIVE 
ASSISTANT
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iQis Governance

 � Board of Directors

Ken BArKer
dean,  faculty of science, University of calgary

pAul Brumer
professor, department of chemistry, University of 
Toronto

JIm hASleTT
professor, department of electrical and computer 
engineering, University of calgary

SIr peTer KnIghT
principal, The kavli royal society international 
centre 

greg luOmA
president, luomaTech inc.

BArry SAnDerS
director, institute for Quantum information science, 
University of calgary

BrIAn unger
professor, department of computer science, 
University of calgary

AnDrew vAllerAnD
center for security science, defence r&d canada

 � Executive Committee

gIlAD gOur
assistant professor, department of mathematics 
and statistics, University of calgary

peTer høyer
associate professor, department of computer 
science, University of calgary

Alex lvOvSKy
associate professor, department of physics and 
astronomy, University of calgary

BArry SAnDerS
director, institute for Quantum information science, 
University of calgary

 � Council Committee

pAul BArClAy 
assistant professor, department of physics and 
astronomy, University of calgary

DAvID FeDer 
associate professor, department of physics and 
astronomy, University of calgary

gIlAD gOur 
assistant professor, department of mathematics 
and statistics, University of calgary

DAvID hOBIll
associate professor, department of physics and 
astronomy, University of calgary

peTer høyer
associate professor, department of computer 
science, University of calgary

Alex lvOvSKy
associate professor, department of physics and 
astronomy, University of calgary

DennIS SAlAhuB
professor, institute for Biocomplexity and 
informatics, University of calgary

BArry SAnDerS
director, institute for Quantum information science, 
University of calgary

renATe SCheIDler
professor, department of mathematics and 
statistics, University of calgary 

ChrISTOph SImOn
associate professor, department of physics and 
astronomy, University of calgary

rOBerT ThOmpSOn
associate professor, department of physics and 
astronomy, University of calgary

wOlFAng TITTel
associate professor, department of physics and 
astronomy, University of calgary

rIChArD zACh
professor, department of philosophy, University of 
calgary
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mark adcock

hessa alotaibi

nathan Babcock

philip chan

Jérémie choquette

adam d’souza

catalin dohotaru

roohollah (farid) Ghobadi

chris healey

alexander hentschel  
(completed may 2011 research scientist, 
siemens, münich)

khabat heshami

Jeongwan Jin

Behzad khanaliloo

mohammad khazali

connor kupchak

Ben lavoie

itzel lucio martinez

andrew macrae

hassan mallahzadeh

farokh mivehvar

varun narasimhachar

Jibran rashid

erhan saglamyurek

Zahra shaterzadeh yazdi

neil sinclair

michael skotiniotis

Joshua slater

Borzumehr Toloui semnani

michael Underwood

dongsheng wang

marcelo wu

ehsan Zahedinejad

khulud almutairi

erick Barrios 

kevin van de Bogart

Travis Brannan

ran hee choi

chris healey (completed october 2011 phd, 
University of calgary)

mahdi ebrahimi kahou

hamidreza kaviani

ranjeet kumar

pantita palittapongarnpim

edouard pelchat

mark przepiora

sadegh raeisi (completed august 2011  
 phd, University of waterloo)

allison rubenok (completed december 2011)

Terence stuart

ryan Thomas

sTUdenTs

 � Graduate Students (PhD Program)

 � Graduate Students (MSc Program)
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 � Undergraduate Students

roshan achal (nserc Usra)

aamir anis (miTacs Globalink)

Boris Braverman (nserc Usra)

Benjamin Blumer (research assistant)

spencer cameron (phys 599)

James clark (phys 598 & pUre award)

chris dascollas (research assistant)

adam Green (research assistant)

rex leniczek (research assistant)

chris luciuk (research assistant)

alvin lun (nserc Usra)

matthew mitchell (phys 598 & research assistant)

alex penney (pUre award)

martí perarnau llobet  
(research assistant)

randy squires (phys 598)

sweta (research assistant)

alex Tetarenko (phys 599)

posTdocToral 
fellows
Ben fortescue (completed august 2011  
 postdoc, southern illinois University)

vlad Gheorghiu

Jeong san kim (completed august 2011  
 assistant professor, suwon University)

michael lamont (resigned september 2011  
 postdoc, cornell University)

patrick ming-yin leung

neil lovett

xiaofan mo (completed april 2011 research 
scientist, china academy of space Technology)

daniel oblak

yang Tan

collin Trail

yunjiang wang

Jian ming wen

adminisTraTion and 
sUpporT
catherine kosior (part-time)

vladimir kiselyov

nancy Jing lu 

Jibran rashid (part-time)

lucia wang
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n. Brunner, e. s. polzik and c. simon, “heralded 
amplification for precision measurements with spin 
ensembles”, Physical Review A 84(4): 041804(r) (3 
pp.), 17 october 2011.

Z. chen, d. liu, y. Zhang, J.-m. wen, s. Zhu and 
m. xiao, “fractional second-harmonic talbot effect”, 
Optics Letters 37(4): 689 – 691, 14 february 2012.

a. de la lande, n. s. Babcock, J. rezác, B. lévy, 
B. c. sanders and d. r. salahub, “Quantum effects 
in biological electron transfer”, Physical Chemistry 
Chemical Physics 14(17): 5902 – 5918, 20 march 
2012.

a. G. d’souza and d. l. feder, “strategies for 
measurement-based quantum computation with 
cluster states transformed by stochastic local 
operations and classical communication”, Physical 
Review A 84(4): 042301 (14 pp.), 3 october 2011.

a. faraon, p. e. Barclay, c. santori, k.-m. c. fu and 
r. G. Beausoleil, “resonant enhancement of the zero-
phonon emission from a color center in a diamond 
cavity”, Nature Photonics 5: 301 – 305, 24 april 2011.

d. l. feder, “maximally entangled gapped ground 
state of lattice fermions”, Physical Review A 85(1): 
012312 (8 pp.), 12 January 2012.

s. friedland and G. Gour, “closed formula for the 
relative entropy of entanglement in all dimensions”, 
Journal of Mathematical Physics 52(5): 052201 (13 
pp.), 20 may 2011.

s. friedland, G. Gour and a. roy, “local extrema of 
entropy functions under tensor products”, Quantum 
Information and Computation 11(11-12): 1028 – 1044, 
1 november 2011.

k.-m. c. fu, p. e. Barclay, c. santori, a. faraon and 
r. G. Beausoleil, “low-temperature tapered-fiber 
probing of diamond nv ensembles coupled to Gap 
microcavities”, New Journal of Physics 13(5): 055023, 
31 may 2011. 

r. Ghobadi, a. r. Bahrampour and c. simon, 
“optomechanical entanglement in the presence of 
laser phase noise”, Physical Review A 84(6): 063827 
(5 pp.), 12 december 2011.

r. Ghobadi, a. r. Bahrampour and c. simon, 
“Quantum optomechanics in the bistable regime”, 
Physical Review A 84(3): 033846 (7 pp.), 22 
september 2011.

G. Gour and n. r. wallach, “necessary and 
sufficient conditions for local manipulation of 
multipartite pure quantum states”, New Journal of 
Physics 13(7): 073013 (28 pp.), 11 July 2011.

pUBlicaTions 
and  

presenTaTions

refereed JoUrnals
k. almutairi, r. Tanas and Z. ficek, “Generating 
two-photon entangled states in a driven two-atom 
system”, Physical Review A 84(1): 013831 (12 pp.), 
27 July 2011.

p. m. anisimov, J. p. dowling and B. c. sanders, 
“objectively discerning autler-Townes splitting from 
electromagnetically induced transparency”, Physical 
Review Letters 107(16): 163604 (4 pp.), 12 october 
2011.

p. e. Barclay, k.-m. c. fu, c. santori, a. faraon and 
r. G. Beausoleil, “hybrid nanocavities for resonant 
enhancement of color center emission in diamond”, 
Physical Review X 1(1): 011007 (7 pp.), 7 september 
2011.

G. Berlin, G. Brassard, f. Bussières, n. Godbout, J. 
a. slater and w. Tittel, “experimental loss-tolerant 
quantum coin flipping”, Nature Communications 2: 
561 (7 pp.), 29 november 2011.

d. w. Berry and a. i. lvovsky, “preservation of loss in 
linear-optical processing”, Physical Review A 84(4): 
042304 (7 pp.), 4 october 2011. 

B. a. Blumer, m. s. Underwood and d. l. feder, 
“single-qubit unitary gates by graph scattering”, 
Physical Review A 84(6): 062302 (7 pp.), 5 december 
2011.

˘ ˘
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B. he, Q. lin and c. simon, “cross-kerr 
nonlinearity between continuous-mode coherent 
states and single photons”, Physical Review A 
83(5): 053826 (8 pp.), 18 may 2011.

B. he and a. scherer, “continuous-mode effects 
and photon-photon phase gate performance”, 
Physical Review A 85(3): 033814 (4 pp.), 16 march 
2012.

a. hentschel and B. c. sanders, “an efficient 
algorithm for optimizing adaptive quantum 
metrology processes”, Physical Review Letters 
107(23): 233601 (4 pp.), 30 november 2011.

J. s. kim and B. c. sanders, “Unified entropy, 
entanglement measures and monogamy of 
multi-party entanglement”, Journal of Physics A: 
Mathematical and Theoretical 44(29): 295303 (14 
pp.), 20 June 2011.

x. f. mo, i. lucio martinez, p. chan, c. healey, s. 
hosier and w. Tittel, “Time-cost analysis of a quantum 
key distribution system clocked at 100 mhz”, Optics 
Express 19(18): 17729 – 17737, 25 august 2011. 

s. a. moiseev and w. Tittel, “optical quantum 
memory with generalized time-reversible atom-light 
interaction”, New Journal of Physics 13(6): 063035 
(13 pp.), 19 June 2011.

J. o. orwa, k. Ganesan, J. newnham, c. santori, 
p. e. Barclay, k.-m. c. fu, r. G. Beausoleil, i. 
aharonovich, B. a. fairchild, p. olivero, a. d. 
Greentree and s. prawer, “an upper limit on the 
lateral vacancy diffusion length in diamond”, 
Diamond and Related Materials 24: 6 – 10, 11 
february 2012. 

s. raeisi, p. sekatski and c. simon, “coarse 
graining makes it hard to see micro-macro 
entanglement”, Physical Review Letters 107(25): 
250401 (5 pp.), 16 december 2011.

s. raeisi, w. Tittel and c. simon, “proposal 
for inverting the quantum cloning of photons”, 
Physical Review Letters 108(12): 120404 (5 pp.), 
22 march 2012.

a. rispe, B. he and c. simon, “photon-photon 
gates in Bose-einstein condensates”, Physical 
Review Letters 107(4): 043601 (4 pp.), 18 July 
2011.

e. saglamyurek, n. sinclair, J. Jin, J. a. slater, 
d. oblak, f. Bussières, m. George, r. ricken, 
w. sohler and w. Tittel, “conditional detection 
of pure quantum states of light after storage in a 
Tm-doped waveguide”, Physical Review Letters 

108(8): 083602 (5 pp.), 22 february 2012. 

c. simon and e. s. polzik, “fock-state view of 
weak-value measurements and implementation 
with photons and atomic ensembles”, Physical 
Review A 83(4): 040101(r) (4 pp.), 25 april 2011.

B. Toloui, G. Gour and B. c. sanders, 
“constructing monotones for quantum phase 
references in totally dephasing channels”, Physical 
Review A 84(2): 022322 (8 pp.), 17 august 2011.

y. J. wang, B. c. sanders, B.-m. Bai and x.-m. wang, 
“enhanced feedback iterative decoding of sparse 
quantum codes”, IEEE Transactions on Information 
Theory 58(2): 1231 – 1241, 6 february 2012.

n. wiebe, d. w. Berry, p. høyer and B. c. sanders, 
“simulating quantum dynamics on a quantum 
computer”,Journal of Physics A: Mathematical and 
General 44(44): 445308 (20 pp.), 18 october 2011.

n. wiebe and n. s. Babcock, “improved error-scaling 
for adiabatic quantum evolutions”, New Journal of 
Physics 14(1): 013024 (15 pp.), 16 January 2012.

p. xue and B. c. sanders, “Two quantum walkers 
sharing coins”, Physical Review A 85(2): 022307 (8 
pp.), 6 february 2012.

conference 
proceedinGs
G. Brassard, p. høyer, k. kalach, m. kaplan, 
s. laplante and l. salvail, “merkle puzzles in 
a quantum world”, lecture notes in computer 
science 6841, proceedings of 31st annual 
international conference on cryptology (crypTo 
2011), santa Babara, United states of america, 14 
aug 2011 – 18 aug 2011, published by springer: 
391 – 410, 14 august 2011.

B. lavoie, p. m. leung and B. c. sanders, 
“waveguide characteristics for arbitrary permittivity 
and permeability including for metamaterials”, 
proceedings of spie optics & photonics 2011 – 
metamaterials: fundamentals and applications iv, 
spie 8093, san diego, United states of america, 
21 aug 2011 – 25 aug 2011, published by 
spie publications, Bellingham, United states of 
america: 80931T (6 pp.), 1 september 2011.

p. m. leung and B. c. sanders, “electromagnetically 
controlled storage and retrieval for pulses 
propagating through a line of atoms”, proceedings 
of advances in photonics of Quantum computing, 
memory, and communication v, spie 8272, san 
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francisco, United states of america, 21 Jan 2012 
– 26 Jan 2012, published by spie publications, 
Bellingham, United states of america, 16 february 
2012.

m. lobino, s. rahimi-keshari, d. korystov, c. 
kupchak, e. figueroa, a. scherer, B. c. sanders 
and a. i. lvovsky, “Quantum-optical process 
tomography using coherent states”, proceedings 
of 10th international conference on Quantum 
communication, measurement and computation 
(Qcmc2010), Brisbane, australia, 19 Jul 2010 – 23 
Jul 2010, published by american physical society 
(aps), college park, United states of america: 197 – 
206, 22 november 2011,

B. c. sanders, “Quantum optics in superconducting 
circuits”, proceedings of The 4th international 
workshop on Theoretical and computational nano-
photonics (Tacona - photonics 2011), aip conference 
proceedings 1398, Bad honnef, Germany, 26 oct 
2011 – 28 oct 2011, published by american institute 
of physics inc., melville, United states of america: 46 
– 49, 4 october 2011.

p. xue, Z. ficek and B. c. sanders, “Two coupled 
Jaynes-cummings cells”, proceedings of society of 
photo-optical instrumentation engineers: optics and 
photonics 2011, spie 8163, san diego, United states 
of america, 21 aug 2011 – 25 aug 2011, published 
by spie publications, Bellingham, United states of 
america: 81630Q (7 pp.), 6 september 2011.

Book chapTers
p. chan, i. lucio martinez, x. f. mo and w. Tittel, 
“Quantum key distribution”, section in book: 
Femtosecond-Scale Optics, Chapter 13, a. v. 
andreev, ed., published by inTech, 2011.

B. c. sanders, “Quantum cryptography for 
information-theoretic security”, section in book: 
Technological Innovations in Sensing and Detection 
of Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear Threats 
and Ecological Terrorism, 335 – 343, a. vaseashta, 
e. Braman and p. susmann, eds., published by 
springer, 2012. (part of nato’s science for peace and 
security series) 

inviTed conference/
workshop 
presenTaTions 
(preSenTer IS unDerlIneD)  

2 may 2011, B. c. sanders, “Quantum process 
tomography with coherent states” (plenary), 12th 
international conference on squeezed states and 
Uncertainty relations (icssUr), foz do iguaçu, 
Brazil, 2 may 2011 – 6 may 2011.

9 may 2011, B. c. sanders, “nonlinear quantum 
optics in superconducting circuit quantum 
electrodynamic systems”, Quantum Technology 
international conference 2011, deutsches museum, 
münchen, Germany, 9 – 10 may 2011. 

19 may 2011, c. simon, “Quantum repeaters”, 
canadian institute for advanced research (cifar) 
meeting, mt. Tremblant, canada, 18 may 2011 – 21 
may 2011.

20 may 2011, c. simon, “photonic quantum 
information processing”, information photonics 2011 
(ip 2011), ottawa, canada, 18 may 2011 – 20 may 
2011.

25 may 2011, a. i. lvovsky, “The russian Quantum 
centre and its planned research”, skolkovo scientific 
conference, st. petersburg, russia, 24 may 2011 – 
25 may 2011.

26 may 2011, a. i. lvovsky, “describing quantum 
optical ‘black boxes’”, The seventh seminar 
dedicated to the memory of d. n. klyshko, moscow, 
russia, 25 may 2011 – 27 may 2011.

26 may 2011, B. c. sanders, “empirically discerning 
autler-Townes splitting from electromagnetically 
induced transparency”, The 5th asia-pacific 
workshop on Quantum information science: in 
conjunction with the festschrift in honour of vladimir 
korepin (apwQis), singapore, 25 may 2011 – 28 may 
2011.

31 may 2011, p. e. Barclay, “Talking to spins with 
photons: diamond nanophotonics”, canadian institute 
for advanced research (cifar) nanoelectronics 
meeting, mt. Tremblant, canada, 31 may 2011 – 31 
may 2011. 

2 Jun 2011, d. w. Berry and a. i. lvovsky, 
“Quantifying optical losses”, 18th central european 
workshop on Quantum optics, madrid, spain, 30 
may 2011 – 3 Jun 2011.
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7 Jun 2011, d. w. Berry and a. i. lvovsky, “on 
quantum efficiencies of optical states”, 4th 
international conference on Quantum information 
(icQi), ottawa, canada, 5 Jun 2011 – 8 Jun 2011.

7 Jun 2011, B. c. sanders, “electromagnetically 
induced transparency in superconducting circuits”, 
4th international conference on Quantum information 
(icQi), ottawa, canada, 5 Jun 2011 – 8 Jun 2011.

7 Jun 2011, e. saglamyurek, n. sinclair, J. Jin, J. a. 
slater, d. oblak, f. Bussières, m. George, r. ricken, 
w. sohler and w. Tittel, “Broadband waveguide 
quantum memory for entangled photons”, 4th 
international conference on Quantum information 
(icQi), ottawa, canada, 5 Jun 2011 – 8 Jun 2011.

13 Jun 2011, a. i. lvovsky, “Three ways to 
characterize a quantum-optical black box”, 
foundations of probability and physics 6, växjö, 
sweden, 13 Jun 2011 – 16 Jun 2011.

30 Jun 2011, B. c. sanders, “whither quantum 
computing?”, 36th international nathiagali summer 
college on physics & contemporary needs (insc), 
islamabad, pakistan, 27 Jun 2011 – 8 Jul 2011.

1 Jul 2011, B. c. sanders, “seeing through 
electromagnetically induced transparency”, 36th 
international nathiagali summer college on physics 
& contemporary needs (insc), islamabad, pakistan, 
27 Jun 2011 – 8 Jul 2011.

2 Jul 2011, B. c. sanders, “swarm learning for 
precise quantum measurements”, 36th international 
nathiagali summer college on physics & 
contemporary needs (insc), islamabad, pakistan, 
27 Jun 2011 – 8 Jul 2011.

6 Jul 2011, w. Tittel, “Quantum-nano highlights at the 
University of calgary”, alberta Quantum and nano 
optics workshop 2011, red deer, canada.

11 Jul 2011, d. w. Berry and a. i. lvovsky, “Quantum 
efficiency of an optical state: a general theory”, 20th 
international laser physics workshop (lphys’11), 
sarajevo, Bosnia and herzegovina, 11 Jul 2011 – 15 
Jul 2011.

11 Jul 2011, r. colbeck, r. renner, T. stuart, J. 
a. slater and w. Tittel, “an experimental test of all 
theories with predictive power beyond quantum 
theory”, 20th international laser physics workshop 
(lphys’11), sarajevo, Bosnia and herzegovina, 11 
Jul 2011 – 15 Jul 2011.

11 Jul 2011, e. saglamyurek, n. sinclair, J. Jin, J. a. 
slater, d. oblak, w. Tittel, f. Bussières, m. George, 
r. ricken and w. sohler, “a broadband, waveguide 
quantum memory for entangled photons”, 20th 
international laser physics workshop (lphys’11), 

sarajevo, Bosnia and herzegovina, 11 Jul 2011 – 15 
Jul 2011.

18 Jul 2011, e. saglamyurek, n. sinclair, J. Jin, J. a. 
slater, d. oblak, f. Bussières, m. George, r. ricken, 
w. sohler and w. Tittel, “Broadband waveguide 
quantum memory for entangled photons”, 2011 ieee 
photonics society summer Topical meeting, montréal, 
canada, 18 Jul 2011 – 20 Jul 2011.

26 Jul 2011, B. c. sanders, “efficient algorithm 
for optimizing adaptive quantum metrology 
processes”, frontiers of Quantum and mesoscopic 
Thermodynamics (fQmT11), prague, czech 
republic, 25 Jul 2011 – 30 Jul 2011.

26 Jul 2011, e. saglamyurek, n. sinclair, J. Jin, J. a. 
slater, d. oblak, f. Bussières, m. George, r. ricken, 
w. sohler and w. Tittel, “Broadband waveguide 
quantum memory for entangled photons”, frontiers 
of Quantum and mesoscopic Thermodynamics 
(fQmT11), prague, czech republic, 25 Jul 2011 – 30 
Jul 2011.

12 aug 2011, a. macrae and a. i. lvovsky, 
“remote preparation of arbitrary states of an atomic 
collective”, conference on Quantum information and 
Quantum control (cQiQc - iv), Toronto, canada, 8 
aug 2011 – 12 aug 2011.

24 aug 2011, r. Thomas, c. kupchak, a. heinrichs 
and a. i. lvovsky, “characterization of a gradient 
echo memory using homodyne tomography”, society 
of photo-optical instrumentation engineers: optics 
and photonics 2011, san diego, United states of 
america, 21 aug 2011 – 25 aug 2011.

25 aug 2011, e. saglamyurek, n. sinclair, J. Jin, J. a. 
slater, d. oblak, f. Bussières, m. George, r. ricken, 
w. sohler and w. Tittel, “Broadband waveguide 
quantum memory for entangled photons”, society of 
photo-optical instrumentation engineers: optics and 
photonics 2011, san diego, United states of america, 
21 aug 2011 – 25 aug 2011.

26 aug 2011, B. c. sanders, “swarm intelligence for 
learning how to do optimal quantum measurements”, 
asian Quantum information science conference 
(aQis11), Busan, republic of korea, 23 aug 2011 – 
30 aug 2011.

28 aug 2011, e. saglamyurek, n. sinclair, J. Jin, 
J. a. slater, d. oblak, f. Bussières, m. George, r. 
ricken, w. sohler and w. Tittel, “Quantum memory 
for quantum repeater”, international Quantum 
electronics/lasers and electro-optics conference 
(iQec/cleo pacific rim 2011), sydney, australia, 28 
aug 2011 – 1 sep 2011.
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4 sep 2011, d. oblak, e. saglamyurek, n. sinclair, 
J. Jin, J. a. slater, m. r. e. lamont, f. Bussières, m. 
George, r. ricken, w. sohler and w. Tittel, “Quantum 
memory and entanglement storage in rare-earth ion 
doped crystals”, ruperto carola symposium: pushing 
frontiers in Quantum information with atoms and 
photons, heidelberg, Germany, 1 sep 2011 – 4 sep 
2011.

18 sep 2011, e. saglamyurek, n. sinclair, J. Jin, 
J. a. slater, d. oblak, f. Bussières, m. George, r. 
ricken, w. sohler and w. Tittel, “Quantum memory 
for quantum repeater”, 37th european conference 
on optical communications (ecoc), Geneva, 
switzerland, 18 sep 2011 – 16 sep 2011.

1 oct 2011, a. i. lvovsky, “assembling and 
disassembling light (synthesis, manipulation, 
measurement and storage of quantum information 
carried by light)” (plenary), canadian-american-
mexican physics Graduate student conference, 
washington, d. c., United states of america, 29 sep 
2011 – 1 oct 2011.

23 oct 2011, B. c. sanders, “whither quantum 
computing?” (plenary), The eighth international 
conference on progress in Theoretical physics, 
constantine, algeria, 23 oct 2011 – 25 oct 2011.

26 oct 2011, B. c. sanders, “Quantum optics in 
superconducting circuits”, The fourth international 
workshop on Theoretical and computational nano-
photonics (Tacona - photonics 2011), Bad honnef, 
Germany, 26 oct 2011 – 28 oct 2011.

4 nov 2011, i. lucio martinez, p. chan, n. lovett, x. 
f. mo and w. Tittel, “Towards path optimization in an 
optically switched quantum network”, freQUency 
canada-france meeting fall 2011, waterloo, canada, 
4 nov 2011 – 5 nov 2011.

4 nov 2011, J. a. slater, J. Jin, m. r. e. lamont and 
w. Tittel, “implementations of quantum protocols on 
optical networks: entanglement & time bin qubits”, 
freQUency canada-france meeting fall 2011, 
waterloo, canada, 4 nov 2011 – 5 nov 2011.

7 nov 2011, w. Tittel, “mapping quantum states 
between photons and re crystals”, shonan meeting 
on hybrid Quantum devices, shonan village, Japan, 
5 nov 2011 – 9 nov 2011.

3 Jan 2012, B. c. sanders, “Universal quantum 
simulators for fun & profit” (plenary), The 41st winter 
colloquium on The physics of Quantum electronics 
(pQe - 2011), snowbird, United states of america, 2 
Jan 2012 – 6 Jan 2012.

4 Jan 2012, a. macrae, T. Brannan and a. i. lvovsky, 
“Towards quantum engineering”, physics of Quantum 
electronics (pQe 2012), snowbird, United states of 
america, 2 Jan 2012 – 6 Jan 2012.

25 Jan 2012, p. m. leung, a. Blais and B. c. sanders, 
“coherently controlled storage and retrieval of 
microwave pulses with superconducting artificial 
atoms”, spie photonics west opTo (opTo), san 
francisco, United states of america, 21 Jan 2012 – 
26 Jan 2012.

18 feb 2012, d. l. feder, “mott-insulator transition 
in coupled cavity arrays”, 2012 canadian institute 
for advanced research cold atoms meeting (2012 
cifar cold atoms meeting), Banff, canada, 15 feb 
2012 – 18 feb 2012.

20 feb 2012, a. i. lvovsky, “Quantum technologies 
and singularity” (keynote), Global future 2045, 
moscow, russia, 17 feb 2012 – 20 feb 2012. 

23 feb 2012, B. c. sanders, “whither quantum 
computing?”, xiv international symposium of physics 
(sif14), monterrey, mexico, 23 feb 2012 – 25 feb 
2012.

10 mar 2012, a. i. lvovsky, “The russian Quantum 
center: a pilot project of setting up basic science in 
skolkovo” (keynote), The first international forum 
of russian-speaking science and Technology 
professionals, cambridge, United kingdom, 10 mar 
2012 – 11 mar 2012. 

21 mar 2012, B. c. sanders and a. hentschel, 
“adaptive quantum measurement via swarm-
intelligence machine learning”, research in optical 
sciences, Berlin, Germany, 19 mar 2012 – 21 mar 
2012.

paTenT
T. Beals and B. c. sanders, “distributed encryption 
methods and systems”, assigned serial number 
Us8050410 B2, filed 8 dec 2006, docket number 
038231-004, publication date: 1 nov 2011.
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collaBoraTion
iQis and its members have strong linkage with 
various external organizations and research net-
works. The iQis director is leader of two canadian 
research networks on the mathematics of quantum 
information, one network being with the network 
centres of excellence for the mathematics of 
information Technology and complex systems 
(miTacs) and the other network being a collabora-
tive research Group within the pacific institute for 
mathematical sciences (pims).

some iQis faculty are members of the canadian 
institute for advanced research (cifar) Quan-
tum information processing program. iQis is also 
strongly involved in the canadian innovation plat-
form ‘Quantumworks’.

iQis has a strong research effort in quantum 
communication and cryptography. iQis is linked 
to General dynamics canada via the industrial 
research chair in Quantum communication and 
cryptography. iQis is also part of the france-
canada strategic network “frequency”, which is a 
binational initiative in quantum cryptography. iQis 
has established linkage with canada’s national 
institute for nanotechnology (ninT) in edmonton 
through the appointment of paul Barclay at the 
University of calgary and his 50% secondment to 
ninT.

linkaGe
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 � International Institutions

academy of science of the czech republic, czech 
republic
adam mickiewicz University, poland
eTh Zürich, switzerland
hewlett-packard laboratories, palo alto, United states of 
america
huaqiao University, people’s republic of china
indian institute of Technology, kharagpur, india 
kazan physical-Technical institute of the russian 
academy of science, russia
king khalid University, saudi arabia 
king saud University, saudi arabia
louisiana state University, United states of america
nanjing University, people’s republic of china
oklahoma state University, United states of america 
paris-sud 11 University, france
sharif University of Technology, iran
southeast University, people’s republic of china
The institute for photonic sciences, Barcelona, spain
The national centre for mathematics and physics, king 
abdulaziz city for science and Technology, saudi arabia
The University of Queensland, australia
University of Bristol, United kingdom
University of copenhagen, denmark
University of california at Berkeley, United states of 
america 
University of california at san diego, United states of 
america
University of california at santa Barbara, United states of 
america
University of Geneva, switzerland
University of illinois at chicago, United states of america
University of leiden, The netherlands
University of new south wales, australia 
University of paderborn, Germany
University of science and Technology of china, people’s 
republic of china
University of southern california, United states of 
america
University of washington, United states of america
xidian University, people’s republic of china

 � Canadian Institutions

École polytechnique de montréal

national institute for nanotechnology

perimeter institute for Theoretical physics 

southern alberta institute of Technology

st. francis xavier University

Université de montréal

Université de sherbrooke 

University of waterloo

 � University of Calgary

institute for Biocomplexity and informatics 

institute for security, privacy and 
information assurance 

institute for sustainable energy, 
environment and economy
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visiTors 

nAme InSTITuTIOn nAme

charles adams durham University
mohammad amin d-wave systems inc.
aamir anis india institute of Technology kharagpur
Jesse Berezovsky case western reserve University
alexandre Blais Universté de sherbrooke
fernando Brandão Universidade federal de minas Gerais
nicolas Brunner University of Bristol
daniel cavalcanti national University of singapore
marcos cesar de oliveira Universidade estadual de campinas
ksenia dolgaleva University of Toronto
Tim duty University of new south wales
christian els cornell University
shmuel friedland University of illinois at chicago
miroslav Gavenda palacky University
daniel Gottesman perimeter institute for Theoretical physics
aram harrow University of washington
daniel James University of Toronto
Thomas Jennewein University of waterloo
viv kendon University of leeds
aeysha khalique national University of science and Technology 
daesuk kim chonbuk national University
peter knight The kavli royal society international centre
lindsay leBlanc national institute of standards and Technology
Jhon lozada vera Universidade estadual de campinas
ramis movassagh massachusetts institute of Technology
andal narayanan raman research institute
samira nazifkar ferdowsi University of mashhad
martí perarnau llobet University of amsterdam
Terry rudolph imperial college london
yuval sanders University of waterloo
sophie schirmer swansea University
robert scholten University of melbourne
Graeme smith iBm
Ben sparkes australian national University
sweta india institute of Technology kharagpur
si-hui Tan a*sTar data storage institute
sinha Urbasi University of waterloo
marcleo wu University of alberta
shengjun wu University of science and Technology of china
yijing Zhang University of science and Technology of china
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QUanTUm informaTion GradUaTe coUrses 
COurSe nAme InSTruCTOr DeSCrIpTIOn 

amaT 601.19 
inTrodUcTion 
To QUanTUm 
informaTion

G. Gour introduction to quantum information theory 
emphasizing the topics of quantum com-
pression, quantum communication, en-
tanglement, channels, coding, nonlocality, 
distinguishability, steering, and resources.
These topics require basic knowledge of 
linear algebra.

cpsc 619  
QUanTUm 
compUTaTion

 p. høyer Quantum information, quantum algorithms 
including shor’s quantum factoring algorithm 
and Grover’s quantum searching technique, 
quantum error correcting codes, quantum 
cryptography, nonlocality and quantum 
communication complexity, and quantum 
computational complexity.

phys 615 
advanced  
QUanTUm mechanics i

c. simon Basic formalism of the theory and its inter-
pretation, symmetry generators. scattering 
theory. Bound states. charged particles in 
electric and magnetic fields. approximation 
methods.

phys 677 
implemenTaTions of 
QUanTUm informaTion

B.  c. sanders proposals and realizations of quantum infor-
mation tasks including quantum computa-
tion, quantum communication, and quantum 
cryptography in optical, atomic, molecular, 
and solid state systems.

TeachinG, 
TraininG and 

edUcaTion
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conferences
memBer(S) COmmITTee COnFerenCe/wOrKShOp/

AwArD
lOCATIOn COnFerenCe 

DATeS

a. i. lvovsky deputy chair 
& principal 
organizer

The Twenty-first annual 
international laser physics 
workshop (lphys’12)

calgary, 
canada

23 – 27 July 2012

B. c. sanders deputy chair, 
subcommittee 
on Quantum 
optics

international Quantum 
electronics/laser and  
electro-optics conference 
(iQec/cleo pacific rim 
2011)

sydney,  
australia

28 aug – 1 sep 2011

B. c. sanders co-chair 2012 canadian association of 
physicists congress

calgary, 
canada

10 – 14 June 2012

B. c. sanders chair The Twenty-first annual 
international laser physics 
workshop (lphys’12)

calgary, 
canada

23 – 27 July 2012

B. c. sanders program chair  Quantum africa 2  northern 
drakensberg, 
south africa  

3 – 7 sep 2012

B. c. sanders chair, program 
committee

international iran conference 
on Quantum information 
(iicQi 2012)

Tehran, iran 8 – 12 sep 2012

services and 
oUTreach
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iQis pUBlic lecTUre
The second iQis public lecture was held on 22 september 2011. professor sir peter knight gave a talk 
titled “Quantum Technologies for the 21st century”. professor sir peter knight frs is principal of the 
kavli royal society international centre and holds an emeritus position at imperial college london. he 
has made numerous contributions to quantum physics, which have been recognized through prestigious 
awards including the Thomas young and the Glazebrook medals of the U.k. institute of physics, the ives 
medal of the optical society of america, the royal medal of the royal society and being knighted by 
the Queen in 2005. Until last year, sir peter was chair of the defence scientific advisory council at the 
United kingdom ministry of defence and continues as a science advisor to the U.k. Government. about 
170 people participated the event. The event was sponsored by alberta innovates - Technology futures 
(aiTf).

professional services
nAme rOle JOurnAl/SOCIeTy/ 

InSTITuTIOn

a. i. lvovsky associate editor Optics Express
B. c. sanders co-chair, division of atomic, molecular, and 

optical physics
canadian association of physicists

B. c. sanders reviewer, atomic QUantum Technologies 
(aQUTe) integrated project, information 
society and media, feT – proactive

european commission

B. c. sanders evaluator, information society and media, 
feT – proactive

european commission

B. c. sanders member international council for Quantum 
electronics

B. c. sanders member, editorial Board Mathematical Structures in Computer 
Science

B. c. sanders member, physics evaluation Group (1505) national sciences and engineering 
research council of canada 

B. c. sanders project leader, Quantum information 
processing

networks of centres of excellence 
for mathematics of information 
Technology and complex systems

B. c. sanders regional editor for north america New Journal of Physics
B. c. sanders editor Optics Communications
B. c. sanders chair, Quantum optical science and 

Technology Technical Group
optical society of america

B. c. sanders principal coordinator, collaborative 
research Group for mathematics of 
Quantum information 

pacific institute for the mathematical 
sciences

B. c. sanders member, scientific review panel pacific institute for the mathematical 
sciences

B. c. sanders member, editorial Board Physical Review A
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media coveraGe 
SOurCe TITle OF ArTICle lOCATIOn DATe

nanowerk diamonds shine in quantum networks when their 
impurities are hitched onto nano-resonators:  
paul Barclay

online 26 apr 2011

UToday diamonds shine in quantum networks: paul Barclay online 28 apr 2011
calgary sun alberta research aims to keep information secure: 

wolfgang Tittel
online 13 Jul 2011

cBc news alberta research aims to keep information secure: 
wolfgang Tittel

online 13 Jul 2011

saiT news & 
events

keeping our information safe for the long term:  
wolfgang Tittel

online 13 Jul 2011

UToday keeping our information safe for the long term:  
wolfgang Tittel

online 14 Jul 2011

novaya Gazeta we will decipher all these entangled spaghetti…:  
alex lvovsky

online 21 Jul 2011

ckUa radio cryptography breakthrough produces secure key:  
wolfgang Tittel

2 aug 2011

phyicsworld.com coherent schrödinger’s cat still confounds:  
christoph simon

online 23 nov 2011

physorg.com how to decide who keeps the car: Tossing quantum 
coins moves closer to reality: wolfgang Tittel

online 29 nov 2011

UToday deciding who keeps the car: wolfgang Tittel online 30 nov 2011
vzglyad world is fundamentally random: alex lvovsky online 22 feb 2012
vesti fm Quantum offers solace only in movies: alex lvovsky online 3 mar 2012
vesti fm scientists cannot work in cages: alex lvovsky online 10 mar 2012
physics Update send in the clones:  

sadegh raeisi, wolfgang Tittel, christoph simon
online 22 mar 2012

science daily Quantum copies do new tricks: 
sadegh raeisi, wolfgang Tittel, christoph simon

online 22 mar 2012

UToday Quantum copies do new tricks:  
sadegh raeisi, wolffang Tittel, christoph simon

online 23 mar 2012

otkrytaya Gazeta a photon mosaic: alex lvovsky online 27 mar 2012

oUTreach lecTUres
13 Jul 2011, w. Tittel, demonstration of Qkd project to the honorable Greg weadick, chris pogue (vice 
president, Gdc), elizabeth cannon (president, Uofc), irene lewis (president, saiT), and Gary albach 
(former ceo, aiTf).

23 nov 2011, w. Tittel, presentation of Qkd to representatives from drdc and csec in ottawa jointly 
with craig Jansen (vp engineering, Gdc) and included a live demonstration of the Qkd system.
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research GranTs (unAuDITeD)

finances

BENEFITS [6%]

FACULTY STAFF SALARIES [20%]

VISITORS TRAVEL [3%]

OTHER [4%]

EQUIPMENT & FREIGHT [6%]

SUPPORT STAFF SALARIES [6%]

TRAVEL [5%]

STUDENTS SALARIES [27%]

ALBERTA INNOVATES
TECHNOLOGY FUTURES [46%]

UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY [3%]

OTHER GRANTS [5%]

QUANTUMWORKS [4%]

NSERC [22%]

CANADA FOUNDATION 
FOR INNOVATION [11%]

CANADIAN INSTITUTE 
FOR ADVANCED RESEARCH [2%]

CANADA RESEARCH CHAIR [3%]

MITACS [1%]

GENERAL DYNAMICS CANADA [2%]

MATERIALS & 
SUPPLIES [8%]

RESEARCH FELLOWS 
& ASSOCIATES SALARIES [16%]

MITACS QIP SEMINAR SERIES [4%]

MATERIALS & SUPPLIES [3%]
EQUIPMENT [1%]

VISITORS EXPENSES [2%]
SPECIAL EVENTS & MEETINGS [4%]

IQIS ANNUAL REPORT [3%]

ADMINISTRATIVE
SALARIES [67%]

IQIS BOARD MEETING [1%]

BENEFITS [15%]

BENEFITS [6%]

FACULTY STAFF SALARIES [20%]

VISITORS TRAVEL [3%]

OTHER [4%]

EQUIPMENT & FREIGHT [6%]

SUPPORT STAFF SALARIES [6%]

TRAVEL [5%]

STUDENTS SALARIES [27%]

ALBERTA INNOVATES
TECHNOLOGY FUTURES [46%]

UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY [3%]

OTHER GRANTS [5%]

QUANTUMWORKS [4%]

NSERC [22%]

CANADA FOUNDATION 
FOR INNOVATION [11%]

CANADIAN INSTITUTE 
FOR ADVANCED RESEARCH [2%]

CANADA RESEARCH CHAIR [3%]

MITACS [1%]

GENERAL DYNAMICS CANADA [2%]

MATERIALS & 
SUPPLIES [8%]

RESEARCH FELLOWS 
& ASSOCIATES SALARIES [16%]

MITACS QIP SEMINAR SERIES [4%]

MATERIALS & SUPPLIES [3%]
EQUIPMENT [1%]

VISITORS EXPENSES [2%]
SPECIAL EVENTS & MEETINGS [4%]

IQIS ANNUAL REPORT [3%]

ADMINISTRATIVE
SALARIES [67%]

IQIS BOARD MEETING [1%]

BENEFITS [15%]ToTal expendiTUres:  $2,565 (in ThoUsands)

ToTal revenUe: $3,236 (in ThoUsands)
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operaTinG accoUnT (unAuDITeD)

BENEFITS [6%]

FACULTY STAFF SALARIES [20%]

VISITORS TRAVEL [3%]

OTHER [4%]

EQUIPMENT & FREIGHT [6%]

SUPPORT STAFF SALARIES [6%]

TRAVEL [5%]

STUDENTS SALARIES [27%]

ALBERTA INNOVATES
TECHNOLOGY FUTURES [46%]

UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY [3%]

OTHER GRANTS [5%]

QUANTUMWORKS [4%]

NSERC [22%]

CANADA FOUNDATION 
FOR INNOVATION [11%]

CANADIAN INSTITUTE 
FOR ADVANCED RESEARCH [2%]

CANADA RESEARCH CHAIR [3%]

MITACS [1%]

GENERAL DYNAMICS CANADA [2%]

MATERIALS & 
SUPPLIES [8%]

RESEARCH FELLOWS 
& ASSOCIATES SALARIES [16%]

MITACS QIP SEMINAR SERIES [4%]

MATERIALS & SUPPLIES [3%]
EQUIPMENT [1%]

VISITORS EXPENSES [2%]
SPECIAL EVENTS & MEETINGS [4%]

IQIS ANNUAL REPORT [3%]

ADMINISTRATIVE
SALARIES [67%]

IQIS BOARD MEETING [1%]

BENEFITS [15%]

ToTal expendiTUres:  $95 (in ThoUsands)
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The plan for 2012-2013 involves major change 
and expansion of the institute. The institute for 
Quantum information science will be renamed 
and bring on board two more faculty members 
from the department of physics & astronomy and 
five more faculty members from the department of 
chemistry. in 2012 the institute will extend beyond 
its formidable strength in quantum information 
science to encompass other University of calgary 
strengths in quantum science and technology, 
including spectroscopy, electronic structure and 
nanomaterials in the quantum domain.

The institute will maintain the same governance 
structure and has received sufficient funding from 
alberta innovates – Technology futures. This fund-
ing enables the transition to a new institute and 
support for three years. during these three years, 
researchers across the quantum spectrum will in-
tegrate activities at a world-leading level enhanced 
by interdisciplinary team building and collaboration.

several research plans are a high priority for 2012-
2013. Quantum cryptography is a high priority for 
wolfgang Tittel’s group, and in particular devel-
opment of a high-rate quantum key distribution 
(Qkd) system will continue including integration 
of two, or possibly four, home-made detectors into 
a polarization-based system. furthermore a 2013 
target is integration of the Qkd system, which is 
attacker-resistant. a new initiative will be estab-

lishing a quantum network across and perhaps 
beyond calgary. Quantum memory is central to 
long-term quantum communication realizations, 
and, working to this end, candidate media for 
quantum memory will be thoroughly investigated 
spectroscopically.

simon’s group has prioritized studies of quantum 
memory with an emphasis on modulating the 
refractive index of the host medium. The group 
will investigate links between this quantum mem-
ory approach and electromagnetically induced 
transparency. The aim is to discover how quantum 
memory can be used to enhance the performance 
of quantum information processing such as pre-
paring of heralded multi-photon entanglement. 
in addition simon’s group will study further the 
quantum-to-classical transition especially focusing 
on preparing and detecting macroscopic quantum 
superpositions of light using squeezing and ho-
modyne detection. other topics include studying 
quantum optical nonlinearity based on the interac-
tion of spin waves in Bose-einstein condensates 
(in collaboration with Barry sanders’ group), the 
development and implementation of an error-toler-
ant quantum private queries protocol (in collabo-
ration with wolfgang Tittel’s group), the study of 
a source of entangled photon pairs based on hot 
atomic vapour (in collaboration with alex lvovsky’s 
group), and the development of a proposal for 

plans and  
reQUiremenTs 
for nexT year
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demonstrating the highly non-local character of 
Bohmian mechanics using weak measurements.

alex lvovsky will be on sabbatical at the russian 
Quantum center in moscow, where he will set up a 
quantum optics and information laboratory to com-
plement the one in calgary. his group in calgary 
is focused on full quantum process tomography, 
quantum light sources and engineering of collec-
tive states of atomic ensembles, as well as achiev-
ing giant optical nonlinearities using nanofibers 
and ultracold atoms.

Barry sanders’ group will focus on the follow-
ing three priorities. Quantum secret sharing is an 
important means to distribute quantum information 
in a multi-player setting. classical secret shar-
ing underpins protocols for electronic voting and 
electronic auctions, and quantum secret sharing 
is similarly important to quantum communication. 
one goal for the coming year is to devise means 
to cut the cost of quantum secret sharing by bor-
rowing from notions about ramp secret sharing. 
in ramp secret sharing, the share sizes that go to 
the various players are below the minimum size 
required for information-theoretic security yet still 
can deliver full security when properly exploited. 
developing relatively low-cost ramp quantum 
secret sharing schemes is a high priority in the 
coming year.

Quantum simulation is now one of the hottest top-
ics in quantum information science as it is likely to 
enable solving physically important computational 
problems in the next ten years. one application of 
these simulations could be to testing theories of 
condensed matter systems with implications for 
manipulating and designing new materials. one 
goal for this group is to devise experimentally-rele-
vant quantum simulation algorithms. These algo-
rithms will accept the permitted error tolerance as 
an input and produce quantum circuits optimized 
over all resource costs. initially the algorithms will 
focus on simulating many-body systems with com-
ponents that behave as two-level systems. another 
key direction is to devise algorithms for simulating 
dynamical evolution of open quantum systems, i.e., 
systems that are not closed but rather interact with 
their environments. These algorithms are important 
in that real systems always have environmental 
effects, and furthermore open-system quantum 
simulations could address important problems 
concerning fundamental thermodynamical and sta-
tistical mechanical problems.

another priority of Barry sanders’ group in the 
coming year is to make significant strides in ap-
plications of evolutionary algorithms to quantum 
metrology. sanders and his student hentschel real-
ized the best known quantum adaptive-measure-
ment phase measurement schemes by exploiting 

in 2012 the institute will extend 
beyond its formidable strength in 
quantum information science to 

encompass other  
University of calgary 

strengths in quantum science 
and technology, including 
spectroscopy, electronic 

structure and nanomaterials in 
the quantum domain.
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particle swarm intelligence algorithms. differential 
evolution offers an alternative promising approach, 
and the two schemes will be benchmarked against 
each other in order to ascertain the best evolution-
ary algorithm approaches and push the simula-
tions to test for more than 100 entangled photons 
as an input. in another direction the group will test 
evolutionary algorithms for parameter estimation 
where the decision tree is not binary but rather in-
creases factorially with each step. This quite-differ-
ent adaptive scheme will strongly test the efficacy 
of evolutionary algorithms for quantum metrology.

Gour’s group aims to address one of the most 
fundamental questions in quantum information, 
namely the amount of information that can be 
transmitted reliably through a quantum chan-
nel. The group will also focus on other problems 
including whether there exists exotic bipartite 
mixed states with negative partial transpose and 
from which it is impossible to distill ebits, optimal 
strategies to share a quantum secret with a hybrid 
of quantum and classical shares, optimal ways to 
share entanglement in quantum networks and nec-
essary and sufficient conditions for local manipula-
tion of multipartite pure states.

paul Barclay’s group is prioritizing the develop-
ment of photonic devices fabricated from materi-
als suitable for storing quantum information and 
the demonstration of nanoscale photonics torque 
sensors.  This first goal involves extending the 
silicon nanofabrication expertise developed during 
the past year to material systems on the forefront 
of quantum information science, namely diamond 

and other wide-bandgap semiconductors. This 
research will require theoretical investigations into 
the quantum properties of nanoscale impurities 
and how they are affected by optically induced 
changes to their local environment, for example, 
microscopic strain fields.  The second goal in-
volves further improving the performance of silicon 
optomechanical nanocavities recently developed 
by the lab and integrating them into systems of 
practical and fundamental interests.  example 
systems include an experimental apparatus for 
probing nanoscale spin currents and practical 
devices for measuring magnetic fields. The group 
will be investing effort into recruiting a second 
postdoc and new graduate students and in mov-
ing the lab from its current temporary home to its 
newly renovated space in the science B building. 
This lab move will be coordinated with the setup of 
a cryogen-free low temperature probing systems 
optimized for nanophotonics experiments.

over the next year, members of david feder’s 
group will focus on theoretical projects at the inter-
face of condensed matter physics, quantum optics 
and quantum information science. The group will 
investigate the possibility of generating strongly-
correlated states, such as mott and topological 
insulators, using atoms confined in optical and 
microwave cavities.  Under different conditions, 
several of these states are believed to be resourc-
es for quantum computation. in addition, the group 
will study the ground states of strongly interacting 
quantum many-body systems by means of graph 
theory and the connections to the theory of perfect 
quantum state transfer.
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iQis exisTinG Use of space

 � Labs

rOOm numBer SIze (SQuAre meTer)

es 04 248
sB 03a 39
sB 08 & 09 61

 � Offices

rOOm numBer SIze (SQuAre meTer)

icT 625 13
icT 625a 13
icT 626 13
icT 653 13
ms 364 13
ms 367 12
ms 436 13
ms 544 13
sB 115a 10
sB 115B 10
sB 115c 9
sB 117 12
sB 117a 11
sB 118 5
sB 135 18
sB 303 24
sB 306 54
sB 307 12
sB 312 56
sB 313 12
sB 314 34
sB 315 16
sB 316 32
sB 317 9
sB 318 53
sB 319 19
sB 535 12



IQIS adds value 
to the University 
of Calgary in the 

following ways:

Enables a multidisciplinary research through financial and 
logistical support 

Builds a quantum information research community by 
providing visitor, seminar, and colloquium programs

Assists new faculty members with a rapid transition to 
becoming productive researchers

Publishes reports and web pages that position the Institute 
as a leader in quantum information science

Supports recruitment of outstanding faculty, researchers,  
and graduate students

Sponsors and supports leading conferences held in Calgary

Partners with other quantum information institutes globally

Enhances the University’s reputation by delivering 
outstanding research results

Benefits the wider community by contributing new 
knowledge in a strategic area




